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Topics

Format

Quotes from A. N. Whitehead, D.
Adams, A. Kay, B. Dylan, L. Tzu, F.
Bacon, etc.

References to our work at UCSB

Form: Taken from Thick as a Brick and
Finnegan's Wake

In memoriam Douglas Adams
(1952-2001)

Honorary H2G2 Quote

Questions
Who are "undergraduates?"

What do we think we can "give" them?

What kinds of lives should we/they
live?

How can we/they prepare for the next
10, 20, or 40 years?

What can we all learn from alternative
life-styles and pedagogies?

Alfred North Whitehead

So far as the mere imparting of information is concerned, no

university has had any justification for existence since the

popularization of printing in the fifteenth century .

Whitehead was extraordinarily perfect as a teacher .

(Bertrand Russell)

Youth is imaginative, and if the imagination be

strengthened by discipline, this energy of

imagination can in great measure be preserved

through life. [...] The task of a university is to

weld together imagination and experience .
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Whitehead and Bertrand Russell

1898: A Treatise on Universal Algebra

Principia Mathematica (1910-13)

According to Whitehead, they initially
expected the research to take about a
year to complete. In the end, they
worked together on the project for a full
decade.

Starting Point

Quaker "baptism" of Nicholas Moore

A child is a promise we make to the
future.

We cannot "bless" them, but can make
public wishes (commitments) for them.

Substitute "Student" for "child"

"Teaching"

We can only teach by example

We should teach the learning of new tools,
techniques, and languages (rather than facts)

We can also teach habits and attitudes (e.g.,
discipline).

How does one teach learning?

Every tool is difficult until you know how to
use it (e.g., math, programming, music
theory, foreign languages)

What is Discipline?

Discipline as a domain

Discipline as:

('80s King Crimson LP)

What is most important to teach?

Role of new languages and tools

Role of paradigm shifts

Role of "year to die" attitude (Today is

the first day of the rest of your life.) (see

also Cat Stevens and the American

Beauty syndrome)

Role of personal integration
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Leading by Example

So, what can we demonstrate?

•Brainstorming techniques

•Rapid prototyping and incremental refinement

•Making it “good enough to complain about”

What can't we demonstrate?

Genius: Claude Shannon
The “Differential
Analyser” and the
Application of
Symbolic Logic to
Relay Circuits
(1938)

It just happened that no one else was familiar
with both fields [digital circuitry and Boolean
algebra] at the same time.

 (C Shannon; see also A. Einstein)

Same, with Ethical Issues

Effort: those 99% perspiration

Edison and the light bulb

Parallels to today?

Teaching Learning

Outward bound and modern "boot

camps”

Focus, effort, attitude, ethics,

perspective, adaptability

Demonstrate daily “being born”

and “year to die” attitude

Meditation/centering techniques

Alternative Pedagogies

Sudbury Valley School: Help students learn
what they want to know instead of forcing
them to learn what someone else has decided
to teach them.  That is the approach,
education driven by curiosity instead of
compulsion

Waldorff Schools: When students relate what
they learn to their own life experience, what
they learn becomes their own.

UCSB Alternatives

"Standard" undergraduate/graduate

majors

College of Creative Studies (CCS)

“open” majors

Master's Program in Media Arts and

Technology (MAT)

Interdisciplinary PhD Program
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UCSB MAT Program
2-year professional Master's degree
program (MA or MS)

Students with undergraduate degrees
in music, visual arts, computer science,
or electrical engineering

Year 1: Learn the other people's skills

Year 2: Focus on collaborative R&D and
creative projects

MAT Student Examples
MAT 200C Course: Survey of Media Technology
and Engineering 

Recent student project topics

Letting smarter folks speak for me

Quotes that tie it all together, hopefully

He not busy being born is busy dying. (Bob Dylan)

Cultivate virtue in yourself, and virtue will be

everywhere.  (Lao Tzu)

(or, I find good in good people, and I find good in bad

people, if I am good enough.)

You have to be the change you want to see in the

world. (M. Gandhi)

Music: Kadoo (Daniel Teige, Berlin, 2000)

Paradigms and Paradigm Shifts
A paradigm is a set of rules and regulations (written or

unwritten) that does two things: (1) it establishes or defines

boundaries; and (2) it tells you how to behave inside the

boundaries in order to be successful . (Joel Barker in

Paradigms: The Business of Discovering the Future )

The Structure of Scientific Revolutions  (Thomas Kuhn,

1962) Scientific advancement is not evolutionary, but

is rather a "series of peaceful interludes punctuated by

intellectually violent revolutions," and in those events

"one conceptual world view is replaced by another."

Basic Paradigm Shifts

Ptolemeic to Copernican astronomy

Newtonian to Relativistic physics

A new point of view is worth 80 IQ points.

(Alan Kay)

The only way out of a circle is through the center.

(Tama Starr)
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Questionable Paradigm Shifts
Carl Woese and the new “Tree of Life”

Maps and the limits of knowledge (Ptolemy's
world map, 1482)

Umberto Eco’s Island of the Day Before

The "Trickle-down Effect" of
Paradigm Shifts

Paradigms differ in more than substance, for

they are directed not only to nature but also

back upon the science that produced them.

[…] They are the source of the methods,

problem-field, and standards of solution.  

(J. Barker)

Paradigm Shifts and Art

One of the foremost tasks of art has always been the

creation of a demand which could be fully satisfied

only later. The history of every art form shows

critical epochs in which a certain art form aspires

to effects which could be fully obtained only with a

changed technical standard, that is to say, in a

new art form. (Walter Benjamin in The Work

of Art in the Age of Mechanical Reproduction)

Common Sense vs Paradigm Shifts
In creative thought common sense is a bad master. Its sole

criterion for judgement is that the new ideas shall look like

the old ones. In other words it can only work by suppressing

originality.

It is a profoundly erroneous truism, repeated by all copy books

and by eminent people, that we should cultivate the habit of

thinking of what we are doing. The precise opposite is the

case. Civilization advances by extending the number of

important operations which we can perform without

thinking about them. (ANW)

Technology and Art

Music as a science (historically)

The Golden Mean in nature, art,

architecture, and music

Music: Positive Thinking (Anne Deane, CREATE, 1997)
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Attitude
If you can read this, you're lucky (to be alive).

He who knows how little he knows, is lucky. 
(Lao Tzu)

I don't need confirmation,

on my boyhood extrapolation.

Though I'm not sure of my direction,

I have The Groove for my protection.

(Mark King, Level 42)

Music "4" (Stephen Pope, Paris/Vienna, 1979)

Teaching Genius

Vannevar Bush and Alan Kay
Bush’s As we may think and the art of creative (but
grounded) extrapolation (the history of the future)

Don't worry about what anybody else is going to do. The best
way to predict the future is to invent it. Really smart people
with reasonable funding can do just about anything that
doesn't violate too many of Newton's Laws!  

(Alan Kay, in 1971)

It's very hard to define human beings without thinking of
them as basically artistic because almost everything we are
is something we invented and created . (AK)

Alan Kay, Flex, the Dynabook,
and Smalltalk
In 1968 I saw several things that changed my whole notion of

computing.

When I combined that with the idea that kids had to use it,
the concept of a computer because something much more
like a supermedium. Something more like superpaper .

Smalltalk-72/76/80

Squeak (2000)

1979 Jobs visit

Squeak Tools and Applications

The Computer Paradigm Shift...
The printing press was invented in the middle of the 15th

century, yet it took 100 years before a book was considered

dangerous enough to be banned, 150 years before modern

science was invented, almost 200 years before a new kind of

political essay was invented, and more than 300 years before

a country with an invented political system (the US) could be

argued into existence via the press and a citizenry that could

understand the arguments. Schooling and general literacy

were also the fruits of the press, and also took many centuries

to become established.

...Hasn't Happened Yet!
The commercial computer is now about 50 years old and is

still imitating the paper culture that came before it, just as

the printing press did with the manuscript culture it

gradually replaced. No media revolution can be said to have

happened without a general writing establishment of

literacy–fluent "reading" and "writing" at the highest level

of ideas that the medium could represent. With computers,

we are so far from that fluent literacy–or even understanding

what that literacy should resemble–that we could claim that

the computer revolution hasn't even started . (Alan Kay)
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CREATE
Activities

CREATE R&D Topics

Distributed real-time media systems

Spatial and surround sound

Applications and user interfaces

Immersive UIs and virtual
environments

Sound/music databases

Sound synthesis techniques

CREATE Auralizer

Output
Driver
Loop

mix active
samples +

trigger
sources in
space

Score
file map geom.

to percept. 
cues reverb +

filtering

sample
storage

active
sourcessound

files

load
samples

Listener

(mix element
and cues)

Creatophone
Installations

ATON Project
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VR World Building VR Delivery–UCSD Campus

Management
of
Distributed
Processes

PulsarGenerator GUI

Applications
for
Immersive
User
Interfaces

User hand-tracking

User head-tracking

Left eye rendering

CORBA

Virtual object behaviors

Spatial audio rendering

Right eye rendering

Analysis for Music/Sound DBs
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Siren Composer’s
DB & Tools

Music:
Kombination XI
(Stephen Pope,
1978-98)

Life, the Universe, and Everything
Well, who won?

Man had always assumed that he was more

intelligent than dolphins because he had achieved

so much: the wheel, New York, wars, and so on,

whilst all the dolphins had ever done was muck

about in the water having a good time. But

conversely the dolphins believed themselves to be

more intelligent than man for precisely the same

reasons. (Douglas Adams in H2G2)

What will be left of you in 200
years? (Ted Kaehler)
Your public work: papers, ideas, inventions, the results

of the projects you worked on, your books, the
institutions you made work.

Your influence: the culture that your descendents
learned from you, your influence on people you
know, love, or work with.

Your genes: your children. (It is very important to have
kids and raise them well. We don't know how much
is genetic.)

Your self?: a surprising number of people are signing
up to have themselves frozen when they die.

Your spirit?

Components of a Human Being

Physical

Intellectual

Emotional

Spiritual

How do we integrate and balance these
(especially within modern society)?

(Karen Armstrong on fundamentalism)

Evidence of things bigger
than ourselves

Rupert Sheldrake's "Morse code" and

other experiments demonstrate

shared consciousness

Time travellers throughout history:

Edgar Cayce, Francis Bacon

Evidence of "angels” in our midst

Non-monotonic-time communication
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Example: The New Atlantis (1626)
(Francis Bacon visits a 1970s recording studio)

We have also sound-houses, where we practise and demonstrate
all sounds and their generation. Divers instruments of music
likewise to you unknown, some sweeter than any you have. We
represent small sounds as great and deep, likewise great sounds
extenuate and sharp. We have certain helps which, set to the ear,
do further the hearing greatly; we have also divers strange and
artificial echoes, reflecting the voice many times, and, as it were,
tossing it; and some that give back the voice louder than it came,
some shriller and some deeper. We have all means to convey
sounds in trunks and pipes, in strange lines and distances .

The Next 40 Years
The limits of Moore's law?

S-curves and extrapolation (e.g., 1920s
projections about telephone operators)

Interspecies communication

SETI results?

A crisis of social ethics and societal roles

More science on the "larger connection"

Many opportunities for extended deep
ecstasy

Challenges
The collapse of commercialism
[Commercial society] makes everything from toy guns

that spark,

to flesh-colored Christs that glow in the dark.

It's easy to see without looking too far

that not much is really sacred. (Bob Dylan)

Corporate power and “citizenship”

Devolution of the state

Empowered citizenry and “consumers”

Potential environmental crisis

Technology, Richness, and Social
Responsibility

The role of private and public charity

Corporate participation

Increasing “consumer” awareness and
action (even in the midst of voter
apathy), e.g.,

In Closing
Familiar things happen, and mankind does not bother about

them. It requires a very unusual mind to undertake the
analysis of the obvious. (ANW)

Our minds are finite, and yet even in these circumstances of
finitude we are surrounded by possibilities that are infinite,
and the purpose of life is to grasp as much as we can out of
that infinitude. (ANW)

To understand others is to have knowledge.

To understand oneself is to be illuminated. (Lao Tzu)

One should pray as if everything depended on prayer,

but work as if everything depended on working .
(St. Benedict)

Music: Life in the Universe (Ken Fields, CREATE, 1998)


